HANGING ROOM DIVIDER

THE ULTIMATE SPACE DIVIDER
The Facet suspended room divider is perfect for dividing the
space in rooms. It does this stylishly through capturing and
reflecting light. The individual geometric diamond shapes can
rotate independently, creating beautiful patterns of light and
shade. You have absolute freedom to arrange amazing patterns,
pivot the diamonds to catch the light or flip them to create more
transparency! Facet is beautiful and practical.

ANY SHAPE, ANY SIZE
The Facet suspended room divider is 100%
modular. We can supply the screen in any size and
shape you could wish for. Ideal for your home,
commercial/public spaces, hotels, restaurants,
offices, showrooms, retail stores or reception

HEIGHT 210CM X WIDTH 136CM · COLOR WHITE
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areas. We have 117 popular sizes available from
stock. But as it is a modular system, we can easily
create one to suit your requirements. It can
even be used as a stunning wallcovering. The
possibilities are endless.

SCREEN HEIGHT 197CM X WIDTH 306CM · COLOR WHITE · ADJUSTABLE-LENGHT CEILING ATTACHMENTS
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PATTERNS
Facet’s unique adjustable design allows you to adapt the way it looks in your space. The individual elements
that make up the screen can be rotated. Even a slight adjustment to the angle of the diamonds will create
unique patterns and effects.

RANGE OF COLORS
The diamond-shaped Facet elements and frame sections are available in a whole range of contemporary
colors: White, Graphite, Pearl Gray, Pale Blue, Dijon and Chestnut. These carefully selected colors lend
each Facet room divider a completely different character and look, to match the distinctive style of your
interior. The ceiling mounts for the suspended room divider are available in brushed stainless steel.

WHITE

GRAPHITE
NCS INDICATIVE S 8000-N

NCS INDICATIVE S 0300-N

PALE BLUE

PEARL GRAY

NCS INDICATIVE S 1510-R80B

NCS INDICATIVE S 2002-R

DIJON
NCS INDICATIVE S 2030-G90Y

CHESTNUT
NCS INDICATIVE S 6030-Y70R

DETAIL · COLOR GRAPHITE
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HEIGHT 346CM X WIDTH 68CM · COLOR WHITE · CUSTOM CEILING MOUNTS

INSTALLATION

SUSTAINABLE
MATERIALS

FREE
SHIPPING

SHORT
LEAD TIME

The Facet suspended room divider comes with
a clear 5-step assembly instruction. The smart
modular design makes assembly and installation
very simple. Almost any type of ceiling is suitable
for mounting Facet.

Facet is designed as a sustainable product.
The screen comprises high-quality, strong and
durable injection molded materials to ensure that
everything we create will really last. The smart
click-together system not only makes it simple to
assemble, but also little effort to dismantle. Facet
is fully recyclable, fire retardant, UV resistant and
anti-static.

Bloomming products are available worldwide and
shipping is free. Our partner FedEx will deliver
your divider fully insured directly to your home or
project location.

We strive to keep our lead times as short as
possible. Unless otherwise stated, you can expect
to receive your Facet suspended room divider
(anywhere in the world) within 1 week of placing
your order.
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Price		

£0

Lead time
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1 week

CEILING
MOUNTING
The smart easy-to-fix ceiling mounts leave
a 23cm space between the ceiling and the
top of the screen.

HEIGHT 269CM X WIDTH 136CM · COLOR WHITE

DETAIL CEILING ATTACHMENT · STAINLESS STEEL

HEIGHT 210CM X WIDTH 102CM · COLOR WHITE
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ADDITIONAL
OPTIONS
CUSTOM SCREEN COLORS
If our range of stock colors does not meet your requirements,
we can supply almost any NCS or RAL color upon request.
Lead time
9 weeks
Price 		
£ 611 for each color

CUSTOM CEILING MOUNTS
We can supply different lengths and colors of ceiling mounts
to meet your requirements.
Lead time
4 weeks
Price
Upon request

HIGH CEILING?
If a ceiling is too high for effective use of our standard ceiling
mounts, we have a discrete stainless-steel wire system to cope
with even the highest ceiling. Download our ceiling mounting
brochure at www.bloomming.com

CURVED WALL
Through using multiple small screens, you can create a large
curved wall. Please contact us for details and specifications.

WALL SCREEN
It is a simple matter to create a wall covering through fixing
the ceiling mounts to the wall instead of the ceiling.

LET IT STAND!
If you like our suspended room divider but you would love
Facet even more if it was freestanding, please check out our
Facet freestanding room divider at www.bloomming.com

HEIGHT 359CM X WIDTH 136CM · COLOR WHITE · CUSTOM CEILING MOUNTS
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